
As Like

Name: Result: Date: __/26  __/__/20__

Its provisions were _______ elaborate _______ its title.1.

It was joy unspeakable to feel the little fingers in mine, for this was the first
time that my flesh touched hers, and with the touch a thrill of gladness, the
_______ of which I had never felt before, passed through my whole being.

2.

Gilbert said, _______ he entered the study.3.

But he was not long there before he found himself shut up in Yorktown
_______ a rat in a trap, with Washington and his forces in front and the
French fleet in the rear.

4.

Little Catherine, as we said before, was seven years old, and, _______
most Indian children, quick and clever beyond her years.
5.

At the outposts they stopped her, and the great bay horse, after staggering
for a moment _______ a drunken man, fell over dead.
6.

When the time comes for changing its shape, the pigmy concerns itself,
_______ the others, with future and present needs.
7.

All was _______ dark _______ the grave.8.

It is not a very large shop, but it is very high, and something _______ a
million white hat-boxes, each presumably containing a hat, are stacked in
gleaming tiers from floor to ceiling.

9.

Thus we remained _______ anxious _______ ever.10.

The celebrated aphorism, _______ many others, was forged later.11.

He felt _______ if he were entering into a new life.12.

Other salmon, who, _______ himself, had ignored the fly, observed this
furry shape with interest, and half started to investigate.
13.
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They are all masterpieces of literature, and, _______ most masterpieces
of literature, they indicate, in a comparatively incidental and by-the-way
fashion, paths which duller men have followed up to the natural result of
absurdity and exaggeration.

14.

She is now _______ pale _______ death.15.

The fourth man came closer, a dark slender man with a face _______ a
fox, high-boned, narrow-eyed, smiling.
16.

And his manner was _______ odd _______ his appearance.17.

The answer was _______ calm _______ it could be.18.

But it was _______ if she did not hear me.19.

He is not such a fool _______ he looks.20.
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